Personalized Presets SIMPLSTAT Series

3 programmable presets (Home / Away / Sleep)
Single pole battery powered or double pole line voltage
Large back-lit Display for easy viewing
Temperature range 41º - 95ºF (5º - 35ºC)
Clean, beveled style suits any décor
Electronic sensing for accurate temperature control (±1ºF)

The

For use on baseboard, fan forced & radiant electric heaters
Large back-lit buttons allow easy temperature adjustment
Fully vented cover allows air sensing in all directions
Mounts directly to a single gang vertical electrical outlet box
2-year limited warranty

Electronic Thermostat with Personalized Presets

No Programming Required. Featuring a user-friendly interface of 3 oversized, back-lit preset temperature buttons that can be personalized
(Home / Away / Sleep). Simply press the custom comfort preset button that applies and have confidence that the room will reach optimal
temperature within minutes. Combining industry leading temperature sensing technology with a modern sleek design, King’s K700E series
achieves lower energy consumption with higher comfort levels by reducing temperature swings as compared to economy models.
K700E Series Electronic Thermostat
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King K700E Series Thermostats

Standard Mechanical Thermostat

Ordering Information
MODEL

UPC

DESCRIPTION

K702E-2

10393

208/240V, 2P Line Voltage Electronic Thermostat

K701E-B

10392

120/208/240V, 1P AA Battery Powered Electronic
Thermostat (Batteries included)

Engineering Specifications
Temperature Range: 41º - 95ºF (5º - 35ºC) Accuracy: ±1º F
Max Power: 1920W @ 120VAC (16A) *K701E-B Only
Max Power: 3328W @ 208VAC (16A)
Max Power: 3840W @ 240VAC (16A)
Sensing Element: Electronic

SIMPLSTAT Interface

Push Button To Select Status
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Simple, Real-Time Control. Simply press the custom comfort
temperature button that applies and have confidence that the
room will reach optimal temperature within minutes. Right out
of the box, use the factory-default temperatures or personalize
by simply updating the defaults with new personalized comfort
settings.
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*Default Settings
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